
Terms and Conditions Governing the Cooler Earth Sustainability Summit (“the Summit”) 
 

 
 
1. Modification and Postponement of the Summit 

CIMB reserves the right to make alterations or modification to the Summit program, venue and date 
at any time. In the event the Summit is being postponed or the date is being changed for whatever 
reason, CIMB shall not be liable for any cost, expense, damage or loss incurred by the delegates as 
a result of such modification or postponement.  
  
If by re-arrangement or postponement the Summit can take place, the registration between the 
delegates and CIMB shall remain in force.  
 
2. Cancellation of the Summit 

In the event that the Summit cannot be held or is postponed due to events beyond the reasonable 
control of CIMB or due to events which are not attributable to willful default or gross negligence of  
CIMB, CIMB shall not be liable to the delegates for any damages, costs, expenses or losses incurred 
by the delegates, including but not limited to transportation costs, accommodation costs,  and financial 
losses.  

3. Liability  

The views expressed by the speakers, delegates, partners and/or exhibitors of the Summit are their 
own. CIMB shall not be liable for any advice given, or views expressed, by any such speaker, 
delegate, partner and/or exhibitor at the Summit or in any materials provided to the delegates. In 
addition, CIMB shall not be responsible or liable for any direct or indirect loss or damage of any sort 
incurred as the result of the services or information provided in connection with the Summit.  
 
4. Photos and Recordings 

Photos, audio recording and video recordings will be taken during the Summit for purposes of use in 
connection with the Summit (including but not limited to advertising, marketing, promotional campaign 
or collaterals).  
 
By participating in this Summit, the delegates agree and consent to CIMB and its service providers 
and/or representatives to take photographs and/ or video recordings and/or audio recordings of the 
delegates and to use, publish, produce, copy, distribute, exhibit, transmit or edit such photos or 
recordings in whole or in part and in original or modified form and motion alone or in conjunction with 
any other material of any kind or nature for use in connection with this Summit by means of prints, 
websites and in any mode or medium now known or hereafter devised. 
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5. Summit Mobile Application 

The delegates can download the Summit’s mobile application named The Cooler Earth Summit at 
Apple Store or Play Store. The name, organization and designation as provided by the delegates in 
the registration form will be shared with other delegates. All delegates will be able to view and connect 
with each other via the in-app chat via the Summit’s mobile application. 
 
The delegates who do not wish to have their details shared on the mobile app, should indicate this 
preference in the registration form. 
 
6. Disclaimers 

The delegates register for the Summit solely at their own risks. CIMB will not be responsible or held 
liable in any way for any loss or damage, injury or death howsoever arising from before, during or 
after participation in the Summit, unless such loss or damage, injury or death is caused by the willful 
default or gross negligence of CIMB. 
 
7. Variation of terms and conditions 

CIMB reserves the right upon giving adequate notice to vary (whether by addition, deletion, 
modification, amendment or otherwise howsoever) (“Revision”) any of the terms and conditions 
herein. Any Revision to the provisions herein shall be binding on the delegates and CIMB shall be 
deemed to have notified the delegate of the Revision by its display at coolerearth.cimb.com or by any 
other means of notification which CIMB may select and the Revision shall be deemed binding on the 
delegates as from the date of notification of the Revision or from such other date as may be specified 
by CIMB in the notification.  
 
8. Queries 

The delegates may direct all Summit-related queries to CIMB via email at 
sustainabilityevents@cimb.com. 
 
 
 


